Influence of Chloroplast Defects on Formation of Jasmonic Acid and Characteristic Aroma Compounds in Tea (Camellia sinensis) Leaves Exposed to Postharvest Stresses
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Abstract: Characteristic aroma formation in tea (Camellia sinensis) leaves during the oolong tea manufacturing process might result from the defense responses of tea leaves against these various stresses, which involves upregulation of the upstream signal phytohormones related to leaf chloroplasts, such as jasmonic acid (JA). Whether chloroplast changes affect the formation of JA and characteristic aroma compounds in tea leaves exposed to stresses is unknown. In tea germplasms, albino-induced yellow tea leaves have defects in chloroplast ultrastructure and composition. Herein, we have compared the differential responses of phytohormone and characteristic aroma compound formation in normal green and albino-induced yellow tea leaves exposed to continuous wounding stress, which is the main stress in oolong tea manufacture. In contrast to single wounding stress (from picking, as a control), continuous wounding stress can upregulate the expression of CsMYC2, a key transcription factor of JA signaling, and activate the synthesis of JA and characteristic aroma compounds in both normal tea leaves (normal chloroplasts) and albino tea leaves (chloroplast defects). Chloroplast defects had no significant effect on the expression levels of CsMYC2 and JA synthesis-related genes in response to continuous wounding stress, but reduced the increase in JA content in response to continuous wounding stress. Furthermore, chloroplast defects reduced the increase in volatile fatty acid derivatives, including jasmine lactone and green leaf volatile contents, in response to continuous wounding stress. Overall, the formation of metabolites derived from fatty acids, such as JA, jasmine lactone, and green leaf volatiles in tea leaves, in response to continuous wounding stress, was affected by chloroplast defects. This information will improve understanding of the relationship of the stress responses of JA and aroma compound formation with chloroplast changes in tea.
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1. Introduction

Plants generally synthesize large amounts of volatile compounds in response to environmental stresses. These volatile metabolites contribute to plant defense against environmental stresses [1,2] and can also be regarded as important quality components in crops [3]. Utilizing the stress response to improve the natural quality components of horticultural crops has recently attracted increasing attention. Tea (Camellia sinensis) plants are famous horticultural and representative plants in China, with their leaves used to make the second most popular beverage, globally, after water. Aroma is an important factor affecting the character and quality of tea [4]. Aroma formation in tea leaves can result from the defense responses of tea leaves against various stresses during the preharvest (tea growth) and postharvest (tea manufacture) processes [3,4]. During tea growth, attack by insects, such as tea green leafhoppers [5,6], and light conditions, such as dark, blue-light, and red-light treatments [7,8], can significantly increase endogenous aroma compounds or produce new aroma compounds in tea leaves. During the tea manufacturing process, especially that of oolong tea, tea leaves are exposed to various stresses, including plucking (wounding), solar withering (drought, heat, and UV radiation), indoor withering (drought), and turnover (continuous wounding) [5,9]. Aroma formation in tea leaves during the oolong tea manufacturing process might result from the defense responses of tea leaves against these various stresses [3]. For example, levels of three characteristic aroma compounds, including indole, jasmine lactone, and (E)-nerolidol, were significantly enhanced during the turnover stage of oolong tea manufacture owing to continuous wounding stress [9–13]. As these aroma compounds are biosynthesized through different metabolic pathways, it has been proposed that common upstream signals regulate the multiple biosynthetic pathways of tea aromas under these stresses [3]. Phytohormones, especially jasmonic acid (JA), have been reported to regulate the biosynthesis of volatiles and act as important upstream signal chemicals [14]. Several studies have shown that JA is involved in the formation of tea aroma compounds [15,16]. In some plants, the main upstream synthetic pathways involved in JA formation (linoleic acid (LA) is released from chloroplast lipids, then converted to 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid by lipoxygenases (LOX), allene oxide synthase (AOS), and allene oxide cyclase (AOC) as catalysts) have been reported to mostly occur in the chloroplast [17–20]. In our previous study, CsAOS2 isolated from Camellia sinensis was found to have a role in JA synthesis, and was located in the chloroplast membrane [21]. This suggested that chloroplasts might be related to JA synthesis in tea. This inspired our interest in whether chloroplast defects affect JA synthesis and, consequently, aroma formation in tea leaves.

Generally, tea cultivars naturally grown as green leaves are usually processed into tea products. However, tea mutants whose young shoots are grown in white or yellow color in some conditions have recently attracted a significant increasing attention from the researchers and manufactures in the related areas, because they are supposed as potential raw materials to be processed into “high-quality” tea products [22]. Light-sensitive and low-temperature-sensitive types are mainly albino teas, and their new grown shoots exhibit white or yellow color [23,24]. In light-sensitive mutants, strong light illumination is a determinant factor, while in low-temperature-sensitive types, low temperature is a prerequisite [25–27]. Former studies showed that a significant deficiency of chlorophylls mainly result in white or yellow shoots in these albino tea mutants [23,24,28]. In some recent studies, the samples used to investigate the underlying mechanism of albino tea leaves are under different genetic background, geography, climate, amongst other factors. Therefore, to avoid the interference from these factors, C. sinensis cv. Yinghong No. 9 (an original cultivar grown with green leaves), and its light-sensitive mutant (albino-induced yellow leaves in strong light illumination) were collected in pairs under the same growth conditions as used in our previous experiments [22,28]. This light-sensitive mutant shared the same genetic background of the original cultivar. Under no-stress conditions, the freshly picked albino-induced yellow tea leaves had lower contents of free tea aroma compounds than the freshly picked normal green tea leaves [22]. Furthermore, the albino-induced yellow tea leaves had defects in the chloroplast ultrastructure and composition [28]. This allowed us to use albino-induced yellow tea leaves as a model for studying the influence of chloroplast defects
on the formation of characteristic aroma compounds in tea leaves exposed to continuous wounding stress, which is a major stress in the oolong tea manufacturing process. In this study, we compared the endogenous free tea aroma compound contents of yellow leaves and green leaves either under single wounding stress (from picking, as a control) or continuous wounding stress (from tea manufacture). Furthermore, expression levels of key synthetic genes involved in the formation of characteristic aroma compounds in both tea leaves under continuous wounding stress were investigated. Finally, the tea aroma formation-related upstream signals in both tea leaves under continuous wounding stress were studied.

2. Results

2.1. Effect of Chloroplast Defects on Characteristic Aroma Compound Contents in Response to Continuous Wounding Stress

We first investigated whether chloroplast defects affected the characteristic aroma compound contents in response to continuous wounding stress. The mass chromatogram of identified aroma compounds is shown in Figure S1. When tea leaves are picked, they are exposed to a single wounding stress as one main stress. Therefore, picked tea leaves left to stand for a certain time were the single wounding stress treatment group used as a control. Stress-induced aroma compound formation mainly occurs during the turnover stage of oolong tea manufacturing process, which involves continuous wounding stress. A shaking machine was employed to simulate continuous wounding stress from the turnover stage. Tea leaves subjected to this processing were regarded as the continuous wounding stress treatment group. In contrast to single wounding stress, continuous wounding stress upregulated the contents of (E)-nerolidol, jasmine lactone, and green leaf volatiles (including (Z)-3-hexenol, 1-hexenal, and 2-hexenal), and indole, and reduced the linalool content (Figure 1). Chloroplast defects reduced the accumulation of volatile fatty acid derivatives, including jasmine lactone and green leaf volatiles (Figure 1B), but had no significant effect on (E)-nerolidol and indole accumulation in response to continuous wounding stress (Figure 1A,C).
Figure 1. Changes in contents of characteristic aroma compound biosynthetic genes of normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves exposed to single wounding treatment and continuous wounding treatment, respectively. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n = 3). * p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01, comparison between single wounding treatment and continuous wounding treatment at the same treatment time. (A) Volatile terpenes. (B) Volatile fatty acid derivatives. (C) Indole.

2.2. Effect of Chloroplast Defects on Expression Levels of Characteristic Genes for Aroma Compound Biosynthesis in Response to Continuous Wounding Stress

We next investigated whether chloroplast defects affected the expression levels of characteristic genes for aroma compound biosynthesis in response to continuous wounding stress. In contrast to single wounding stress, continuous wounding stress upregulated the expression levels of key characteristic genes for aroma compound biosynthesis, including CsNES1 and CsNES2 (responsible for (E)-nerolidol synthesis), CsLIS (responsible for linalool synthesis), CsLOX1, CsLOX2, and CsHPL (responsible for jasmine lactone and green leaf volatile syntheses), and CsTSB2 (responsible for indole synthesis). No significant difference was observed in the continuous wounding response patterns of most characteristic genes for aroma compound biosynthesis between normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves, while CsHPL expression was upregulated only in normal tea leaves exposed to continuous wounding stress (Figure 2B). This suggested that chloroplast defects affected CsHPL expression,
which might lead to less accumulation of green leaf volatiles in albino tea leaves exposed to continuous wounding stress (Figure 1).

Figure 2. Changes in expression level of characteristic aroma compound biosynthetic genes of normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves exposed to single wounding treatment and continuous wounding treatment, respectively. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n = 3). * p ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01, comparison between single wounding treatment and continuous wounding treatment at the same treatment time. NES, (E)-nerolidol synthase; LIS, linalool synthase; LOX, lipoxygenase; HPL, hydroperoxide lyase; TSA, tryptophan synthase α-subunit; TSB, tryptophan synthase β-subunit. (A) Genes involved in formations of volatile terpenes. (B) Genes involved in formations of volatile fatty acid derivatives. (C) Genes involved in formation of indole.

2.3. Effect of Chloroplast Defects on Phytohormone Contents in Response to Continuous Wounding Stress

We also investigated whether chloroplast defects affected phytohormone contents in response to continuous wounding stress. In contrast to single wounding stress, continuous wounding stress significantly increased the JA content, but had no significant effect on abscisic acid (ABA) and salicylic acid (SA) contents both in normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves (Figure 3). Furthermore, chloroplast defects reduced the increase in JA content in response to continuous
wounding stress, although there was no significant difference between the continuous wounding response patterns of phytohormone contents in normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Changes in contents of phytohormones of normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves exposed to single wounding treatment and continuous wounding treatment, respectively. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n = 3). * p ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01, comparison between single wounding treatment and continuous wounding treatment at the same treatment time. JA, jasmonic acid; ABA, abscisic acid; SA, salicylic acid.

2.4. Effect of Chloroplast Defects on Expression Levels of JA Synthesis-Related Genes in Response to Continuous Wounding Stress

As the JA content was significantly increased by continuous wounding stress both in normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves, we investigated whether chloroplast defects affected the expression levels of JA synthesis-related genes in response to continuous wounding stress. In contrast to single wounding stress, continuous wounding stress upregulated expression levels of most genes involved in JA synthesis, both in normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves, with no significant difference between the continuous wounding response patterns in normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves (Figure 4). This suggested that chloroplast defects did not significantly affect expression levels of JA synthesis-related genes in response to continuous wounding stress.

Figure 4. Changes in expression level of jasmonic acid (JA) biosynthetic genes of normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves exposed to single wounding treatment and continuous wounding treatment, respectively. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n = 3). * p ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤ 0.01, comparison between single wounding treatment and continuous wounding treatment at the same treatment time. LOX, lipoxygenase; AOS, allene oxide synthase; AOC, allene oxide cyclase; OPR, 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid reductase.
2.5. Effect of Chloroplast Defects on Expression Level of CsMYC2, a Key Transcription Factor of JA Signaling, in Response to Continuous Wounding Stress

We next investigated whether chloroplast defects affected the expression levels of CsMYC2, a key transcription factor of JA signaling, in response to continuous wounding stress. In contrast to single wounding stress, continuous wounding stress upregulated expression levels of CsMYC2, both in normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves, and no significant difference was observed between the continuous wounding response patterns in normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves (Figure 5). This suggested that chloroplast defects did not significantly affect the expression levels of CsMYC2 in response to continuous wounding stress.

3. Discussion

Recently, using stress responses to improve tea aromas has attracted increased attention [3]. This approach is not only related to the tea growth process, but also explains aroma formation during the tea manufacturing process. Among the six types of tea, aroma formation during the oolong tea manufacturing process is a representative example of stress-induced tea aroma, because oolong tea manufacture involves the most stresses. Among stresses applied in the oolong tea manufacturing process, continuous wounding in the turnover stage significantly affects the high accumulation of tea aroma compounds, which contributes to the floral odor of oolong tea [3,9–11,13]. Continuous wounding can induce the high accumulation of characteristic aroma compounds, such as indole, jasmine lactone, and (E)-nerolidol. Furthermore, these compounds are produced by the activation of key aroma synthetic genes in response to continuous wounding stress [10,11,13]. These observations were made using normal green tea leaves with normal chloroplasts. In this study, normal tea leaves with normal chloroplasts showed similar tea aroma formation results in response to continuous wounding stress (Figure 1), although a different cultivar (cv. Yinghong No. 9) was used. This suggested that the relationship between continuous wounding stress and tea aroma formation occurs widely in different tea cultivars. In the present study, chloroplast was partly defective in the light-sensitive mutant (albino-induced yellow) of cv. Yinghong No. 9 original cultivar (green) [28]. Microscopy observations indicated that the albino tea leaves exhibited a significant reduction in number of chloroplasts, and some chloroplasts showed grana thylakoid structures that were damaged or developing (called etioplasts) [28]. This mutant was used to investigate whether chloroplast defects affected tea aroma compound formation in response to continuous wounding stress. The results showed that chloroplast defects did not significantly affect the formation of indole and (E)-nerolidol (Figures 1 and 2). Furthermore, the linalool content was not increased by continuous wounding stress both in normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves (Figure 1A), although expression of its synthetic gene,
CsLIS, was significantly upregulated by continuous wounding stress both in normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves (Figure 2A). The change in linalool formation under continuous wounding stress showed a similar trend to that during the turnover stage of the oolong tea manufacturing process [9,12]. However, it is yet to be determined whether these changes are related to linalool glycosidation, metabolism, or emission. Notably, chloroplast defects reduced the accumulation of volatile fatty acid derivatives, including jasmine lactone and green leaf volatiles, in response to continuous wounding stress (Figure 1B). In general, the final synthetic steps of these volatiles occur in the cytosol [29], but their formations were affected by chloroplast defects in tea leaves. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate whether CsHPL located in the cytosol is affected by chloroplast defects and, consequently, affects green leaf volatile formation.

In the investigations of C. sinensis, a mature genetic transformation system has not been firmly established. Therefore, most genes related to the formation of tea aroma compounds have not been functionally characterized, in vivo, in tea plants over the past decade [3]. These genes were usually expressed in Escherichia coli, yeast, or an insect cell system. In addition, some of these genes were further functionally characterized in transient overexpression model plant systems [3]. Many genes involved in the final biosynthetic step of several important aroma compounds, including (S)-linalool, (E)-nerolidol, and indole, have been functionally characterized, and the related contents have been summarized in our previous review [3]. CsTPSs are responsible for the formation of (S)-linalool and (E)-nerolidol, and CsTSA and CsTSBs play roles in indole synthesis in tea. CsNES1 and CsNES2, identified in the present study (Figure 2A), have been proposed to be responsible for (E)-nerolidol formation based on their subcellular localization in the cytosol and function validation in Escherichia coli and transient overexpression model plant systems [11,30]. CsLIS, also found in the present study (Figure 2A), was proposed to be responsible for (S)-linalool formation based on its subcellular localization in plastids and functional validation in Escherichia coli and transient overexpression model plant systems [7,30].

Our previous study showed that the protein mixture of CsTSA (tryptophan synthase α-subunit) and CsTSB2 (tryptophan synthase β-subunit) catalyzes indole formation in vitro [10], suggesting that CsTSA and CsTSB2 might be a protein complex in C. sinensis that is similar to the α2β2 tetramer in bacteria [31]. In the present study, only CsTSB2 was significantly upregulated by continuous wounding stress both in normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves, while CsTSA was not significantly affected (Figure 2C), suggesting that CsTSB2 was more sensitive to wounding stress compared with CsTSA. Furthermore, a few enzymes and genes involved in the upstream pathways responsible for tea aroma compound formation, such as CsLOX1 for jasmine lactone formation [13], have also been functionally characterized. Based on correlation analysis of CsLOXs gene expression and the stresses and tissue distributions of expression of different CsLOX genes, CsLOX1, CsLOX2, CsLOX3, and CsLOX4, found in the present study (Figure 2B), were proposed to be closely involved in the syntheses of green leaf volatiles [32]. CsHPL, found in the present study (Figure 2B), has also been proposed to be involved in green leaf volatile synthesis based on function validation in E. coli [33], because functional identification of CsHPL showed that recombinant CsHPL can catalyze 13-hydroperoxy-9(Z), 11(E), 15(Z)-octadecatrienoic acid into 3-(Z)-hexenal, which is a key precursor of 3-(Z)-hexenol, 2-(Z)-hexenal, and 2-(Z)-nerolidol [34]. In the present study, the levels of key genes involved in tea aroma formation were investigated to compare the tea aroma biosynthesis abilities of albino-induced yellow leaves and normal green tea leaves exposed to wounding stress (Figure 2). As the functions of most genes involved in tea aroma formation investigated in this study have been validated previously, the differences in metabolic flux between albino-induced yellow leaves and normal green tea leaves were more reliable.

Phytohormones are key upstream signals, especially in regulating the formation of plant volatiles in response to environmental stresses. Among phytohormones, JA has mostly been reported to be related to plant volatiles. In contrast to phytohormone formation in preharvest tea leaves exposed to stresses, little is known about phytohormone formation under postharvest stresses. This study found that continuous wounding stress from postharvest tea processing had no significant effect on the ABA and SA contents, but increased the JA content both in normal tea leaves and albino
tea leaves (Figure 3), which was attributed to activation of the expression of most JA synthetic genes (Figure 4). Furthermore, chloroplast defects reduced the increase in JA content in response to continuous wounding stress (Figure 3). Current knowledge concerning phytohormone and metabolite biosynthesis in tea plants is mostly based on findings reported for other plant species. Based on correlation analysis of expression of different CsLOX genes and stresses, and tissue distributions of expression of different CsLOX genes, CsLOX1 (Figure 2), CsLOX6, and CsLOX7 (Figure 4) were proposed to be closely involved in JA synthesis [32]. Furthermore, using a transient expression system in Nicotiana benthamiana plants, CsAOS2, a gene involved in JA synthesis, was validated to have a function in JA synthesis and located in the chloroplast membrane [21]. MYC2 is the core transcription factor of JA signaling. Three Arabidopsis MYC2 homologue genes were found in the C. sinensis genome database (Figure 5). Among these three MYC2s, CsMYC2a was clustered together with the reported functional MYC2 in Arabidopsis [35]. In the study, the expression levels of CsMYC2 were not significantly affected by chloroplast defection in the albino leaves. Besides CsMYC2 and JA synthetic genes, other factors—such as precursor metabolites—involves in JA synthesis may affect JA synthesis in the albino leaves under wounding stress, since other metabolites that are shared with the partly fatty acid-derived pathways of JA, such as jasmine lactone and green leaf volatiles, had similar effects resulting from chloroplast defects (Figure 1B). As authentic standards of many precursors of JA synthesis are unavailable, we did not confirm this hypothesis in the present study. In future work, we will try to obtain authentic standards of the key precursors of JA synthesis and confirm this hypothesis. In the present study, although the precursor of ABA is also synthesized in plastid, ABA biosynthesis was not significantly influenced by chloroplast defects (Figure 3). Wounding stress was the main stress in the treatments of the present study. Compared with ABA synthesis, JA synthesis was generally more sensitive to the wounding stress. It remains to be determined whether ABA biosynthesis is influenced by chloroplast defection under other stresses such as drought stress.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Plant Materials and Treatments

One bud and three leaves of C. sinensis cv. Yinghong No. 9 and its yellow mutant (a light-sensitive variant) were plucked and used in the present study. These tea samples were picked at the Tea Research Institute, Guangdong Academy of Agricultural Sciences (Yingde, Guangdong, China), in November 2018.

The plucked tea leaves were shaken using a shaking table at 23 ± 1 °C and 60% humidity, and collected after continuous shaking for 0, 3, and 6 h (continuous wounding treatment). The tea leaves, without continuous shaking, stored under the same conditions for 0, 3, and 6 h were used as controls (single wounding treatment). After treatment, the samples were frozen immediately with liquid nitrogen and stored at –80 °C for further study.

4.2. Extraction and Analysis of Aroma Compounds in Tea Leaves

According to our previous studies [12,13], direct organic solvent extraction was applied to investigate content changes in endogenous aroma compounds of finely powered tea leaves [12,13]. Dichloromethane (1.8 mL) was used to extract aroma compounds from 300 mg (fresh weight) of tea samples, and 5 nmol of ethyl decanoate was added to the organic solvent as an internal standard. The mixture was treated in a shaker at room temperature, and the extract was collected after overnight extraction. Anhydrous sodium sulfate was used to dry the extract, and nitrogen was applied to condense the extract into a 200 µL volume. The extract (1 µL) was then subjected to gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) analysis conforming on a GC–MS QP2010 SE (Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan) equipped with GCMS Solution software (Version 2.72, Shimadzu Corporation, Japan). The sample was injected in splitless mode for 1 min under 230 °C of GC port. A SUPELCOWAX 10 column (30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 µm, Supelco Inc., Bellefonte, PA, USA)
was used to separate the aroma compounds, with helium as a carrier gas in the flow rate of 1 mL/min. Initially, the temperature of GC oven was kept at 60 °C for 3 min, then ramped to 240 °C at 4 °C/min, and held for another 20 min at 240 °C. A full scan mode was applied, and the mass spectrometry ranged from m/z 40 to m/z 200. The authentic standards were used to make the identification of aroma compounds, and quantitative analyses of compounds were constructed according to the calibration curves by plotting the concentration against the peak area of the authentic standard [22]. The dry weight of the sample was calculated based on the weight of fresh leaves and dried leaves obtained after drying.

4.3. Transcript Expression Analysis of the Related Genes

Quick RNA Isolation Kit (Huayueyang Biotechnology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) was used to isolate total RNA from tea samples. The obtained RNA was purified after the removal of genomic DNA (gDNA) and reversely transcribed into cDNA using PrimeScript RT Reagent Kit with gDNA Eraser (Takara Bio Inc., Kyoto, Japan). Quantitative real time PCR (qRT-PCR) were applied to analyze the transcript expression level of gene [10,12,13]. The reaction system (20 µL) contained 10 µL iTaq™ Universal SYBR® Green Supermix (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA), 0.4 µL of each specific primer (10 µM), 2 µL cDNA (diluted into 20-fold), and 7.2 µL ddH2O. The qRT-PCR analysis was performed on a Roche LightCycle 480 (Roche Applied Science, Mannheim, Germany). One cycle of 95 °C for 60 s, and 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s and 60 °C for 30 s were used as PCR conditions. At the end of each PCR reaction, to verify the specificity of PCR product, a melt curve was carried out. Calculation of the relative expression level of genes was according to the 2−ΔΔCt method, and based on the normalization to mRNA level of the reference gene. Identification and evaluation of reliable reference genes for qRT-PCR analysis in tea plants showed that encoding elongation factor1 (CsEF1) was the most stable reference gene in diurnal expression series [36]. In the study, the samples were collected during 6 h, and CsEF1 was used as a reference gene. The primers used for qRT–PCR analysis are provided in Table S1.

4.4. Analysis of Phytohormone Contents in Tea Leaves

Finely powdered sample (300 mg, fresh weight) was extracted with 3 mL ethyl acetate by vortexing for 30 s followed by ultrasonic extraction in ice-cold water for 20 min. [2H5]JA, [2H4]SA, and [2H6]ABA were added to the mixture as internal standards. After centrifuging at 10,000 × g for 5 min at 4 °C, 2.9 mL supernatants were collected and then dried under a stream of nitrogen. The residue was re-dissolved in 200 µL methanol. The supernatants were filtered through a 0.22 µm membrane, and subjected to an ultra performance liquid chromatography/quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry (UPLC–QTOF-MS) (Acquity UPLC I-Class/ Xevo®G2-XS QTOF, Waters Corporation, MA, USA). Each sample (5 µL) was injected onto a Waters ACQUITY UPLC HSS T3 C18 column (2.1 mm × 100 mm, 1.8 µm). Solvent A was Milli-Q water with 0.1% (v/v) formic acid. Solvent B was acetonitrile with 0.1% (v/v) formic acid. The solvent gradient was started at 20% B, then linearly increased to 35% within 10 min, and later increased to 95% B in 0.1 min and kept for 3 min. In that moment, it suddenly dropped to 20% in 0.1 min and was maintained for 3 min. The flow rate was 0.4 mL/min. The column temperature was 30 °C. The electrospray ionization operated on negative mode. The MS conditions were capillary voltage: 1.5 kV; source temperature: 100 °C; desolvation temperature: 300 °C; cone gas flow: 50 L/h; and desolvation gas flow: 600 L/h. The quantitative analyses of phytohormones were based on calibration curves, which were constructed by plotting the concentration of each phytohormone against the peak area of the authentic standard.

4.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software, version 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Two-tailed student’s t test was used to determine the differences between the single wounding and continuous wounding treatment.
5. Conclusions

In the present study, continuous wounding stress, which is a major stress in the postharvest tea manufacturing process, can upregulate expression of CsMYC2, a key transcription factor of JA signaling, and activate the synthesis of JA and characteristic aroma compounds (including (E)-nerolidol, indole, jasmine lactone, and green leaf volatiles) either in normal tea leaves (normal chloroplasts) or albino tea leaves (chloroplast defects). Furthermore, chloroplast defects did not significantly affect the expression levels of JA synthesis-related genes and CsMYC2 in response to continuous wounding stress, but reduced the increase in JA content in response to continuous wounding stress. Furthermore, chloroplast defects reduced the increase in volatile fatty acid derivatives, including jasmine lactone and green leaf volatile contents, in response to continuous wounding stress. Overall, the formation of metabolites derived from fatty acids, such as JA, jasmine lactone, and green leaf volatiles in tea leaves, in response to continuous wounding stress, were affected by chloroplast defects (Figure 6). Although fresh albino tea leaves contained relatively low contents of aroma compounds compared with fresh normal tea leaves [22], the stress responses of aroma compounds occurred regardless of chloroplast defects. The information presented here will improve understanding of the relationship between stress responses of phytohormones and aroma compounds, and chloroplast changes. Furthermore, these results provide essential information for the future utilization of stress responses to improve the weak aroma quality of albino tea leaves.

Figure 6. Formations of jasmonic acid (JA) and characteristic aroma compounds in normal tea leaves and albino tea leaves exposed to continuous wounding stress. GLVs, green leaf volatiles.
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